Stylesheet: https://hsl.hypotheses.org

LENGTH:
• 500–1000 words

FORM:
• Subheadings (work well in online publications, make a smooth reading experience and improve search results)
• For German texts: Gendern: with * oder gerund
• 1-2 introducing sentences about the author, contact information are optional.
• Footnotes/Endnotes: less is more and please consistent.

STYLE AND CONTENT:
• The entries should combine the areas „history, law, sexuality and gender“.
• A historical source can serve as a starting or focus point for the following thoughts.
• Pictures and pictorial sources are very well suited on the blog. However, publishing rights should be checked in advance.
• A blog entry can be written in a less academic style than in an academic journal or monography.

PROCEDURE:
1. Agreement of Content and Deadline
2. Deadline reminder approximately one week in advance
3. Hand in the contribution as a Word Document to andrea.rottmann@fu-berlin.de, m.bootsmann@fu-berlin.de and greta.huelsmann@fu-berlin.de
4. Commentary and Editing via the editorial team
5. Publication of the blog entry
6. Advertisement on twitter: (https://twitter.com/regeko1 and/or https://twitter.com/lawsexuality)